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Talking With Tech Podcast
● Interviews

Disclosure Statement
Disclosure: I, Christopher R. Bugaj, has no relevant
financial or nonfinancial relationships which exist
pertinent to this presentation.

● Discussions
● Q&A

Although I work for Loudoun County Public
Schools, I do not necessarily represent that entity.

● Research

What is present here is done so independently.

● Practical strategies

www.speechscience.org/talkingwithtech
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Participants will be able to...

Participants will be able to...

●

● create a plan of action for how to plan lessons and embed

describe the importance of adopting a mindset for which considers options
which focuses on selecting what is least restrictive using the principles of the
Least Dangerous Assumption and working toward an end result of
spontaneous generation of novel utterances.

●

opportunities to teach language across every environment.
● discuss the importance of practiced coaching skills to use
with communication partners.

discuss the importance of motor access, planning, and memory in the
consideration of functional augmentative and alternative language systems.

●

discuss the importance of aided language input in the consideration

● develop an implementation plan that focuses on sustained
training of communication partners.

of functional augmentative and alternative language systems.
●

describe which words should be implemented and taught when
considering augmentative and alternative language systems.

● describe at least three strategies for teaching language to
students.

Students who are not yet verbal, but will
eventually come to use verbal as their primary
form of expressive language (demonstrating
evidence they will become verbal).
Students who are not yet verbal and
will not ever use verbal as their
primary form of expressive language.

(Black Band) Students for whom
it is unclear if they will ever be
verbal.

Ariel needed a communication device, not magic.
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MY AAC QUEST SO FAR...

6

AAC
CONSIDERATION

PRESUMING
POTENTIAL
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Least Dangerous Assumption
Least Dangerous
Assumption
Anne Donnellan

1. All people have different
talents and skills.

TRUE OR FALSE?

http://bit.ly/leastdangerousassumption

Least Dangerous Assumption

Least Dangerous Assumption

2. Intelligence is not a one-dimensional
construct, nor can it (or its absence) be
measured accurately and reliably
enough to base students’ educational
programs and future goals on test
results.

3. Children learn best when
they feel valued, when
people hold high
expectations for them, and
when they are taught and
supported well.

TRUE OR FALSE?

TRUE OR FALSE?
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Assistive Technology Professional regarding a 35
month old with limited sounds and word
approximations
“Until he can show us that he has cause and
effect and is using a simple picture exchange
system, we will not trial a high tech AAC system
because we do not have the evidence that he will
understand its use. He is very young and has
plenty of time to learn to use a system later on.”

Speech Pathologist Referring to a Student with
Down Syndrome
“We never expect this student to use the average
vocabulary of an adult, so I think we can get past
how to organize that many words. He is pretty
simple, and honestly probably uses many similar
words each day. We know "pizza" and everything
to do with pizza is high on his list. Just functional
words for typical conversations: friends, foods,
activities, and social words.”

Speech Pathologist Referring to Core Vocabulary
Response to which AAC device should be implemented
first for students who are age 3 and up and not yet
demonstrating verbal abilities.
“Everyone should have access
to a low-tech board first and
once they learn that, then they
can get a more robust
system.”

The biggest challenge to
students with language
difficulties isn’t language.
It's the idea that they can’t
learn it held by those
meant to teach them.
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Presuming Ability Through the Words We Use
● Are you able to read these words or are you just reading them?
● Are you able to participate in this webinar or are you just participating in it
● Are you able to write an e-mail or are you just writing it?
When the phrase “is able to” is used to describe a student’s abilities it denotes
a lack of expectation and a genuine sense of surprise that whatever is
referenced actually happened. Avoid “is able to” to connote capabilities.

Component 1 BELIEVE THEY
WILL

@attipscast

When the student
leaves on the very last
day of school, what do
you want the student to
be able to do?

What’s the
Point of
AAC?

S.N.U.G.

The long term goal for
anyone learning language is
to be able to spontaneously
generate novel utterances.

http://bit.ly/ashasnug
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Language (as defined by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association)“form of communication made up of socially shared rules that include the
following:
● What words mean (star - something in night sky, celebrity)
● How to make new words (e.g., friend, friendly, unfriendly)
● How to put words together (e.g., "Peg walked to the new store" rather
than "Peg walk store new")

#HEYAAC

Language Development Takes Time
Rules of Thumb
1st Birthday - 1st Word
2nd Birthday - Combine 2
words together

● What word combinations are best in what situations ("Would you mind
moving your foot?" could quickly change to "Get off my foot, please!" if
the first request did not produce results)

Knowledge is not Power.
Language is Power!
I just impacted my environment.
I just made a difference.
I just made you do something.
I just got what I wanted.
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Learning Language
Is More Like Building A House
Than Unlocking A Door

Some Least Dangerous
Assumptions
● Everyone can & will learn
language.
● It may be difficult.
● It may take a long time.

Component 2 EXPECT and WORK
TOWARD SNUG

@attipscast

http://bit.ly/aacsweetspotthinglink
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What is Core Vocabulary?

CORE
VOCABULARY

• English has over 1 million words.
• An educated adult may use as many as 15,000+ words.
• Studies show that the 350 most frequent words in a person’s
speech account for 80% of the actual words spoken.
• The same relationship is a feature of all spoken languages.
• Core vocabulary is a statistical concept related to overall word
frequency.

Adult Vocabulary Usage

Susan Balandin
Teresa Iacono
AAC, Volume 14, No. 3,
September, 1999

• The Balandin Sampling, AAC, 1999
• Conversational samples were collected from 34 non-disabled
subjects across four work sites.
• There was a small stable core vocabulary of 347 words which
accounted for 78% of the conversational sample.

Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

Vocabulary Use by Older Adults in
Extended Conversations
• Stuart identified the
vocabulary use patterns of 6574 year-old and 75-85 year-old
adults.
• The 250 most common words
(core vocabulary) were 78% of
the total words.
S.L.S. Stuart, D. R. Beukelman, J. King,
AAC, Volume 13, No. 1, March 1997

Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series
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Words

%

I

9.5

No

8.5

Yes/Yea

7.6

My

5.8

The

5.2

Want

5.0

Is

4.9

It

4.9

That

4.9

A

4.6

Go

4.4

Mine

3.8

Toddler Vocabulary Arranged by
Frequency
26 core words comprise 96.3% of the
total words used by toddlers in this
study.
Banajee et al.

Are any of these words
“picture producers”?
Which of these words commonly seen
on language boards?
Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

The “Marvin” List

Words

%

You

3.2

What

3.1

On

2.8

In

2.7

Here

2.7

More

2.6

Out

2.4

Off

2.3

Some

2.3

Help

2.1

All Done /
Finished

1.0

@attipscast

An
alphabetized
list of the
333
most
commonly
used words by
preschoolers.
http://bit.ly/marvinlistpdf
Adapted from content created by
Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language
Seminar Series

The Banajee List Within Marvin
Confirmation
from multiple
sources.

http://bit.ly/marvinlistpdf
Adapted from content created by
Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language
Seminar Series
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Which parts of speech are
core words?
Let’s name them!

#HEYAAC

Activity - Using just these words,
how many sentences can you make?
banana
bread
cereal
cheese
chocolate milk
cracker
French fries
hamburger
hot dog
ice cream

jelly
juice
ketchup
Kool-Aid
macaroni
meat
milk
peanut butter
potato chips
raisin

#HEYAAC
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ACOLUG@LISTSERV.TEMPLE.EDU

Activity - Using just these words, how many sentences can you make?
Date: Dec 2006

An e-mail to Bruce Baker from
a parent of a child using AAC
My son has always had a touch-screen device. Now he has a page based system. It came with software for my
computer, and I just recently started programming some pages on my computer, and then after he was asleep,
downloaded them into his device. Often, however, I find we are making modifications to existing pages (adding
vocabulary, etc). That's when I like to get him involved - a new word is often added when I figure out what he's trying
to say, and then realize he doesn't have the words to say that! This past year I've become quite faithful in backing up
his device - of course it was after I learned the hard way that backing-up is SO important! A couple years ago my
son started making some changes to buttons I had programmed. I realized this when some pages were no longer
linked, etc. I put in a password so he is unable to do that. This way, at least for now, his programming is supervised.
Any thoughts on that?
As a Mom, I feel it's very hard to choose words to program on the device. I'm trying to get some info from kids in his
classes, to see what kinds of things they say, etc. I've also been spending more time with him, asking what he'd like
to say....but it's usually me saying, "do you want to say - " a bunch of times, and he responds with yes or no.
Any other ideas?
JC

Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

Don’t Doom Your Students to a Life of Goldfish
Crackers

#HEYAAC
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The Golden Rule

80/20

Core Vocabulary is Valuable for
Teaching Literacy
Early words in teaching
literacy are core words
Early sight words are
usually core words
Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

Dolch Words Lists
List 1, 2 and 3 known by the end of first grade. List 4 known by the
end of second grade. List 5 known by the end of third grade.

Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

#HEYAAC

E. W. Dolch Journal of Education Research
Volume 16.1, Pages 16-26, 1927
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Use The Words on The Device!
WHOLE GROUP ACTIVITY
Translate into Core

Teacher: “Which planet is
the biggest?”
Student: “Jupiter.”

#HEYAAC

Teacher: “Tell me about
Jupiter.”
Student: “It is big” or “It is
biggest” or “It is big big
big!”

Your Turn!

Open vs. Closed - YOUR CHALLENGE

Translate Into Core - Activity!
Teacher Says

Teacher Could Say

Possible Accepted Student
Response

When you do ask questions, make sure they are
open ended (unless teaching “yes/no”)

“Who had a little lamb?”
“Who is the main
character?”
“How do plants make
food?”
“Where do polar bears
live?”
“Which book is your
favorite?”

Want what?
Where is it?
Where to?
Which color?

Want juice?
Is it here?
Go home?
Is that blue?
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Multiple Combinations of 2 Word Utterances

Instructing Over
Questioning

Life Saving Core Vocabulary

http://bit.ly/lifesavingcore

Agent

Object

Action

Possession

S+V

You eat.

V+O

Go home.

V+A

See it.

S+O

Daddy car.

Q+X

What eat?

What’s At Stake
"...the rate of violent victimization against persons with
disabilities (31.7 victimizations per 1,000 persons age 12 or
older) was 2.5 times higher than the age-adjusted rate for
persons without disabilities (12.5 per 1,000)."

http://bit.ly/abusestats2014
Adapted from content created by
Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language
Seminar Series

Care now in no way ensures care always.
@attipscast
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Core vocabulary is
only one piece of the
puzzle!

Component 3 TEACH CORE
VOCABULARY

@attipscast

Let’s talk about words
and the pictures we use
to represent them

A Graphical System with Heavy Literacy Requirements
Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

Picture Producer Activity
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Picture Producers

A Graphical System with Heavy Literacy Requirements
Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

The majority of words in any sentence are not picture producers.
Only one word in the following sentence is a picture producer:
“I went on a trip and saw a dinosaur.”
Which one?
But what about “on”?
“On” is not usually a picture producer:
Turn on the computer.

She arrived on time.

Go on, get out of here.

He’s on medication.

Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

“Symbols should
support literacy, but
should not require
literacy to be used.”

Adapted from
content created by
Bruce R. Baker
from the
The Pittsburgh
AAC Language
Seminar Series

The Potential Importance of
Phrasal Verbs
Many core words, when we
consider actual usage, have
different meanings
depending on the words we
use with them. Got it?

Can you think of other examples?

Get me?
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Phrasal Verbs
Phrasal Verb

Meaning

Go out
Get out
Get down
Get over it
Turn it up
Turn it down

Based on frequency and
age of emergence,
should we be targeting
these and teaching them
more explicitly and
frequently?

Turn it off
Look out!
Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

http://bit.ly/phrasalverbsacquisitionresearch

Motor Access

Key Words
Frequency of use of a
particular fringe word is not
static. It fluctuates depending
on a variety of factors
including time of year,
geographic location, and
personal circumstance.

e. Riguel, 2004

Can you think of examples?

● Direct Select
● Scanning
(Indirect)
18
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6
The Key to Building Motor Plans is

Motor
Planning

Some proficient users of AAC can use their
devices without using an overlay!

Meaningful Repetition
Meaningful Repetition
Meaningful Repetition
Meaningful Repetition
Meaningful Repetition
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Chris Klein

LAMP (Instructional Approach)

E-mail - Chris.Klein34@gmail.com
Organization - www.becomeaac.com
Ted X - http://bit.ly/chriskleintedx
Contact Chris
to speak with your organization to inform
educators, clients, students, families or
anyone else!

Research on the
effectiveness of the
instructional approach of
Language Acquisition
Through Motor Planning
http://bit.ly/lampresearch
More Research - http://bit.ly/keepiconsinsameplaceresearch

Each Unique Motor Plan = One Relationship
If you mess with the
motor plans, you
screw everything up.
Practiced motor plans
eventually become
automatic!
Research: http://bit.ly/motormemorysgdresearch
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#HEYAAC

Multiple Page Systems and Motor Planning

#HEYAAC

Visual Search Tasks and
Working Memory

Master Page

School Bus

Master Page

Adapted from content created
by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language
Seminar Series

(Environments, Topics & Categories)

Airplane

(Environments, Topics &
Categories)
Circle Time

Trips to: Dr. Office
Cinema
Beach
Zoo

Circle Time

Days of Week/
Months of Year

Activities

Getting Dressed

Weather

Winter Clothes

Dressy / Church

Zoo

Dr. Office

Zoo Food

Reptiles

Grocery Store

Movies

Clothes

Communication Pages

Zoo Animals

Holidays

Zoo Animals

Hospital

Birthdays
Adapted from content created by
Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language
Seminar Series

Special Vocabulary Page
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Pattern not Metaphor
Children learning to communicate with LAMP learn how to say the target words without
initially learning the symbol or the association of the symbol to the word. For example, the
word “go” shows a frog jumping. Initially, the picture and metaphor behind the association
are irrelevant. The child with ASD who is significantly language impaired learns how to say,
“go” as a motor pattern or manipulative act, not a linguistic metaphor. The child is not asked
to scan the overlay and find the picture that means “go.” Rather, he/she is guided in
completing the motor pattern. The visual form, placement, and color of the picture is a
significant sensory support in developing the motor plan. The pattern through kinesthetic
and other sensory support is learned and becomes automatic. As the child’s language
develops, he/she may learn the association and meaning behind the picture, but knowing the
meaning and association is not necessary to begin talking with the AAC device.
John Halloran
AAC Center for Autism

Component 4 CONSIDER/PLAN
FOR MOTOR
MEMORY

Taken from:
Adapted from content created by Bruce R. Baker from the
The Pittsburgh AAC Language Seminar Series

LAMP: Language Acquisition through Motor Planning
@attipscast

If there are no
prerequisites for high
tech AAC use,
expect SNUG,
presume potential,
don’t want to change the
motor plan,
when would you
recommend a static
system as a person’s
primary device?

Backups or Alternatives?

The most proficient
users of AAC have
more than one
device they use.
Different situations
warrant the use of
different devices.
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How does a person learn to use +ing?

Aided Language
Stimulation
THINKING

Aided Language Stimulation

Picture every “language unit/concept” as a sand timer waiting to be filled
up. Presume everyone has the same number of timers but each timer is
not the same size. Some timers take longer to fill than others. Each grain
of sand is one more tiny step toward learning that language unit concept.

A fancy way of saying,
“Cool it with all the talking
already! If modeling by
talking worked to teach
that student language
that student would be
talking by now. That
strategy didn’t work! Stop
using it! Try something
different!”

Insanity:
Doing the
same thing
over and
over again
and
expecting
different
results.
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Model, Model, Model!

#HEYAAC

Aided Language Stimulation Explained http://bit.ly/alsexplained

Slow and Steady Wins the Race!

Model
giving
student

at

a

enough
to

slow
time

process

rate
for

the

the
message.
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Patience, Young Padawan

Talking Less = Communicating More

After modeling, wait expectantly
for the student to respond.
Providing wait time can be hard.

Take turns using the
device or use two devices

Count to 10, 15, or 20 in your
head (tap your foot if it helps)
before continuing the
communication interaction.

Descriptive Teaching
Just describe what you are doing.

This is
big.
I want to
eat.

I sit.
It is fast.

I like it.

That is not
it.

#HEYAAC
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An Example of a
Prompt Hierarchy

Aided Language
Stimulation
Model language by using the
same expressive
communication system the
student uses.

Model one
step
above

When do you use it?
Adapted from: http://bit.ly/rbaacph

1

Expectant Pause

Provide wait time.

2

Indirect Nonverbal Prompt

Provide shrug, hand motion, expectant look, or all of the
above.

3

Indirect Verbal Prompt

Say something like, “What’s next?” or “Now what?”

4

Request a Response

Say something like, “You tell me.” or “Your turn.”

5

Gestural Cue

Tap or point to the symbol on the student’s device.

6

Partial Verbal Prompt

Use the student’s device to start the response.

7

Direct Model

Model the entire message on the student’s device.

8

Physical Assistance

Use hand over hand assistance on the student’s device.

Research on Least to Most Prompting Methodology: http://bit.ly/l2mphresearch

Aided Language Stimulation Research
●

More Aided Language Stimulation Research

Binger, Cathy & Maguire-Marshall, Molly & Kent-Walsh, Jennifer. (2011). Using Aided AAC Models,
Recasts, and Contrastive Targets to Teach Grammatical Morphemes to Children Who Use AAC.

●

stimulation on symbol comprehension and production in children with

0163).

moderate cognitive disabilities. American Journal of Speech-Language

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/45707864_Using_Aided_AAC_Models_Recasts_and_Contras

Pathology, 13(2), 155-167. https://experts.umn.edu/en/publications/the-

tive_Targets_to_Teach_Grammatical_Morphemes_to_Children_Who_Use_AAC
●

Harris, M. D., & Reichle, J. (2004). The impact of aided language

Journal of speech, language, and hearing research: JSLHR. 54. 160-76. 10.1044/1092-4388(2010/09-

Dada, S. & Alant, E. (2009). The Effect of Aided Language Stimulation on Vocabulary Acquisition in

impact-of-aided-language-stimulation-on-symbol-comprehension●

Brady, N., Herynk, J. & Fleming, K. (2010). Communication input

Children With Little or No Functional Speech. Am J Speech Lang Pathol, 18(1), 50-64. doi:

matters: Lessons from prelinguistic children learning to use AAC in

10.1044/1058-0360(2008/07-0018).

preschool environments. Early childhood Services, 4, 141-154.

https://www.unboundmedicine.com/medline/citation/19106207/The_effect_of_aided_language_stimulati

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3063120/

on_on_vocabulary_acquisition_in_children_with_little_or_no_functional_speech_
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Even More Aided Language Stimulation Research
●

Binger, C., Light, J. (2007). The Effect of Aided AAC Modeling on the Expression of Multi-Symbol
Messages by Preschoolers who use AAC. Augmentative and Alternative Communication, March 2007

●

And Even More Aided Language Stimulation
Research
●

Sennott, Samuel & C. Light, J & McNaughton, D. (2016). AAC Modeling Intervention Research Review.

VOL. 23 (1), 30 – 43. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17364486

Research and Practice for Persons with Severe Disabilities. 41. 10.1177/1540796916638822.

Drager, K. D. (2009). Aided modeling interventions for children with autism spectrum disorders who

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/300079997_AAC_Modeling_Intervention_Research_Review

require augmentative and alternative communication. Perspectives on Augmentative and Alternative
Communication, 18. 114-120. doi: 10.1044/aac18.4.114

Summary from abstract:

http://nsuworks.nova.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1100&context=fse_etd
●

Light, J. & Drager, K. (2004). Re-thinking Access to AAC Technologies for Young Children: Simplifying
the Learning Demands. Perspect Augment Altern Commun, 13(1), 5-12. doi: 10.1044/aac13.1.5. - Rethinking Access to AAC Technologies for Young Children: Simplifying the Learning Demands

“The results of the review indicated that AAC modeling intervention packages
led to meaningful linguistic gains across four areas including (a) pragmatics,
marked by increases in communication turns; (b) semantics, marked by
receptive and expressive vocabulary increases; (c) syntax, marked by multisymbol turn increases; and (d) morphology, marked by increases in target
morphology structures.”

AAC Agreements - Edcamp ATIA 2016 & 2018
Facilitators Chris CichoskiKelly (2016 & 2018), Shaun Pearson (2018), Chris Bugaj (2016)

Component 5 MODEL USING
LEAST TO MOST
PROMPTING
@attipscast

http://bit.ly/aacagreements
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Okay! Let’s Review!
Which words to teach?
- Core Vocabulary (Most frequently used words).
Can I change where the words are located?
- No, not really.

Component 6 HAVE FUN!

I should use the device myself when communicating with
the student?
- Heck, yeah! As much as possible!

LEAVING OUT ANY OF
THESE PARTS =
FAILURE
YOU CAN’T
JUST TEACH
CORE VOCABULARY

@attipscast

EVERY
STUDENT
NEEDS A
ROBUST
SYSTEM!

AAC
SELECTION
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Brown’s 14

Start By
Measuring
Language

Use Brown’s Grammatical
Morphemes to target specific
linguistic structures. Construct
activities to focus on one
particular type of morpheme
(like Irregular Past Tense
Verbs) and then, in the future,
target the next morpheme
based on the order of typical
age of mastery (like
Possessives).

Mean Length of Utterance (MLU)

Communication
Matrix
Just because a student is using a device, doesn’t mean you should forget
everything you know about teaching language. Instead, rely on that
knowledge and experience. MLU is one way to measure language.
How To: http://bit.ly/howtomlu

https://communicationmatrix.org
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Use the Continuum Of Language Expression to help determine a student’s current level of
performance regarding language development.

ACTIVITY!
Think of a student and
do the COLE or
Communication Matrix.
Reflect!

Interactive Google Sheets Version:
http://bit.ly/colegooglesheets

There are
hundreds of
AAC
applications on
the market.

Pretty, Pretty Piktochart Version:
http://bit.ly/lcpscolepiktochart

How Do You
Determine Which
Options to Provide?
www.janefarrall.com/aac-apps-lists
http://bit.ly/praacticalaaclitelist
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QUESTION!
With such a wide array of
options when it comes to
AAC, how can you be sure
the best decision is being
made for the individual
user?
Trial things? Which device
first? For how long? How do
you determine success?
How do you choose?

Trialing
or
Trying?
How does an IEP Team
choose which option(s) to
implement?
@attipscast

Feature Matching
Examine the needs of the student and find tools and
strategies to support those needs.
(Sort of like buying a birthday present for someone!)

FIRST

Feature Matching Chart

NEEDS

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

THEN
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Choose the

east
Least Dangerous
Assumption
Anne Donnellan

+

Least Restrictive
Environment
IDEA, 2004

=

Least Restrictive Option
for every decision you make.

estrictive
ption

@attipscast

Which is the Least Restrictive Option?
You are considering a
device for a student. The
student has some motor
difficulties but does
demonstrate the ability to
isolate a finger. When you
acquire a device, should you
also get a key guard?

http://bit.ly/braillestickersonscreen

@attipscast

Which is the Least Restrictive Option?

You are considering an AAC device
for a student. It is unclear if a
student has visual processing
issues. When you implement the
device, should you start with
vocabulary masked or unmasked?

Hide all the icons not
being taught to the
student.
Keep all the icons
available for the student
to use.
Keep many icons
available for the student
to use, but not all of
them.
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A student is not yet using verbal speech as his primary form of
expression by the age of 4. Which is the Least Restrictive
Option?

You are considering an AAC system for a student.

Which is the Least Dangerous Assumption/LRO?

1. Use a static paper-based system until he is ready for a system with
thousands of words?
2. Use a mid-tech device with 32 cells and multiple levels until he masters it

Student is "too low"
to learn language.

and then switch to a system with thousands of words?
3. Use a system with thousands of words as soon as possible.

Student is capable of
learning language.

Times They Are A Changin’

Assisting others to make
thoughtful decisions is better than
giving recommendations on how
you’d make the decisions.

For every decision,
ask yourself,
“What will restrict the
student the least?”

Build Capacity!
@attipscast

Coach!
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The Framework of Consideration and Assessing

Options

Student
Environment
Task
Tools

>

You
Decide

DON’T NECESSARILY
JUST PROVIDE
OPTIONS HERE!

TouchChat HD Considerations

The person providing assistance
provides options.
The IEP Team (including the student)
determines if an option is needed.

“Guide Not Prescribe”

Pros ● Student has been using the system and has some
familiarity. No change required in system.
● The app is already available on three devices. There
is already significant time and effort invested in the
application.

Cons ● Parent reports difficulty searching for where
vocabulary is located.
● Words are located in different locations, which means
motor plans change when trying to say the word.
● Many high frequency words are not represented with a
picture. It is unclear whether student needs picture
support, but visual supports have proven to be an
effective tool to help teach vocabulary to other students.

Recommendations

I Decided. You
Agree or Disagree

Language Acquisition Through Motor Planning:
Words for Life Considerations

Pros ● Searchable
● Words are located in unique locations, which means motor
movements can be built upon to transition to motor memory.
● All words are represented with both text and a picture. It is
unclear whether student needs picture support, but visual
supports have proven to be an effective tool to help teach
vocabulary to other students.

Cons ● Student has no familiarity with the system and
implementation would mean starting with another new
system.
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Myth of Progress
Measuring progress one
year at a time.
Given no other choice,
students make gains on
any AAC system but, in the
end, that approach rarely
produces SNUG.

Don’t Let Transitions Kill Language Development

Make Decisions with Language Development in Mind
Every educator teaches
language using the
same/similar system.
Culture of school is
Ex. “We are a <insert system>
school.”

Student apparently
makes progress
throughout the year.

Team starts over with lack
of understanding for how
to teach language
(maybe even change the
system).

The
Myth of
Success
New school year
begins with
some/many/mostly
new educational team
members.

End of school
year comes.

New team uses
consistent system.
Student continues
to make cumulative
progress each year.

Success
Matrix

End of school
year comes.

New school year
begins with
some/many/mostly
new educational team
members.
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Specific Language
System First
Approach

Mass Feature Matching
Examine the needs of most students and find
tools and strategies to support everyone.

A model for how to
approach AAC selection
and implementation

http://bit.ly/prcspecificlanguagesystemchart

SETTLE - What if we added an “L” and an “E” to the
SETT Framework?

AAC Apps / System Comparison Resources
● http://bit.ly/aacmatrixofapps

● Least Restrictive - Choose the Least
● Praactical AAC Post
Restrictive Option
● Making Evidence-Based Decisions
● Everyone! - Use Mass Feature
about Speech Generating Devices Matching to determine what to
ASHA Presentation
provide to everyone (Tier One support
● CALL Scotland Wheel
- MTSS).
@attipscast
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AAC
IMPLEMENTATION

How do you eat an elephant with
a fork?

Implementation!

One Bite At A Time!
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Teach One or Two Core Vocabulary
Concepts At A Time

Providing a device without a plan
for how to implement that device is
like giving a drowning person a life
raft in the ocean. Sure, it might help
a bit, but the chances of success
are still slim.

Definition

Drawings or Pictures

Go & Stop

More & Help

Read & Turn

In & Out

Eat & Drink

Up & Down

This & That

Big & Small

On & Off

Here & There Good & Bad

Definition

I & You

Drawings or Pictures

To move or leave

Examples or Synonyms

WORD GOES
HERE

Go
Opposites (or Non-Examples)

Examples or Synonyms
We go out.

Opposites (or Non-Examples)
Stop

I want to go.
You go.
I go outside.
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Plan for the Week

● Greetings & Departures (hi, bye)
● Requesting (want, go, more)

Model Monday - Use scripted presentations to model new words.
Literacy Tuesday - Focused reading and writing lessons.
Wacky Wednesday - Creative lessons focused on engagement.
Math Thursday - Integration of math concepts.

Tie Goals to Pragmatic
Functions

● Identifying (this, that, it)
● Commanding (help, go, more)
● Asking (what, where, why)
● Commenting (good, bad, like, gone)
● Directing (look, do)

These are the reasons
why we communicate.
Therefore, these should
be the goal.

● Owning (mine, yours)

Fun/Fringe Friday - What fringe vocabulary might be practiced with
the target words?
Adapted from by Erek Engar
http://bit.ly/twterekengar

● Rejecting (No, stop)
● Labeling (Name, Mom)

Curated List of Resources from
Lauren Enders
http://bit.ly/legoalsscoopit

● Describing (hot, cold, blue, big)

A Language Based Curriculum

#HEYAAC

What curriculum do you use now?
Is it theme-based or language-based?
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A Language Based Curriculum

As you develop a lesson,
think about the language
first. What aspect of
language are you trying to
teach?

A Language Based Curriculum
During lesson plan development, teachers
analyze language needs and construct
activities focused on practicing and
reinforcing targeted language concepts.
This is what a standards based curriculum
asks you to do, anyway…

Teaching Language - All Day Long

Target (at least)
100 planned or
structured
language
opportunities per
the school day.

#HEYAAC
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Scheduling
the schedule

TIME

ACTIVITY

LANGUAGE OPPORTUNITIES

8:00 - 8:30

Morning Circle

8:30 - 9:00

Science

Plants - Put soil in cup (3), seeds in soil (5), water in
soil (2), plant near window (1)

9:00 - 9:30

Literacy

Story w/ “put” - Grocery shopping. Put in basket (3),
put on belt (3), put in bag (1) put in car (1), put in
house (1), put away (3)

Attendance - Where to put others (5)
Calendar - Where to put # day (5)
Weather - Where to put clothes on character (5)

ACTIVITY - PLAN ALL
DAY LONG!

ACTIVITY!
Create a schedule for
your day. Choose a
language concept then
plan opportunities into the
day attempting to tally at
least 100 (200?).

Plate on table (1), cup on table (1), Put on plate (5),
put in cup (5), put in hand (5), put top on (1), put in
mouth (5), put away (1)

1. Choose a core vocabulary word
or two.

9:30 - 10:00

Snack

10:00 - 10:30

Art

Paper on table (1), paint on table (3), brush on table
(1), water in cup (1), water on table (1), smock on (1),
paint on brush (5), brush on paper (5), brush in water
(5), paper away (1), paint away (3), brush away (1),
water away (1), smock off (1)

3. Plan activities to expose students to the target word(s) all day long.

10:30 - 11:00

Math

Addition - Squares on board (10), Group squares (10),
Numbers to match squares (10)

4. Can you get to 200 exposures?

Then SHARE!

Coaching Language - All Evening Long

2. Create a table for your day.

Or use this:
http://bit.ly/languagealldaylonggsheet

Teaching Language - All Evening Long

Coach parents with directions on how to practice strategies. These strategies might
become intuitive to you, because you practice them all day long.

● Communication Bridge - (Google Form, Doc, Sheet?)

Parents may need guidance and practice to learn these strategies.

● Give strategies for how to practice target words at home.

Examples:

● Provide clear examples of how to integrate into family

“Use ‘turn’ while reading together while turning the pages of a book.”
“Use ‘put’ while emptying the dishwasher, laundry, or both.”
“Use ‘go’ after you are all strapped in but before you start the car.”

○

Blog - http://bit.ly/communicationbridgesblog

routines--find out what these are!
● Send books to review at home.
● Give short, fun “homework” assignments!

Communication Bridge
SAMPLE Google Form:
http://bit.ly/commbridgegf
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Building Relationships
Between Words & Concepts
● Describe the Purpose – “Those things are good to eat.”
● Describe Relationships – “This thing goes inside that thing.”
● Describe Similarities – “This and that are both blue”

#HEYAAC

● Describe Differences – “This is big. That is small.”
● Describe the Meanings of Words – “That is red and round. We eat it. It makes
us feel good.”
● Categorize and Group Words Based on
Attributes - “This is round. This is red. This is round and red.”
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(Core) Language Kits
Using boxes, buckets, bags, crates,
containers or anything else that allows
you to put stuff in it to create readymade materials to practice a language
concept. Items inside might include an
instructional how-to guide, scripts,
books, games, manipulatives, toys and
anything else that might help teach the
targeted language concept.

Scripted Play--provides opportunity for repetition
Plan the language you are going to use with blocks, cars,
bubbles to incorporate targeted core words. Use similar
sentence structure across activities.
“Up, up, up”
“Down”
“Stop”
“Go”
Idea by Judith Schoonover
@JudithSchoonov1
Loudoun County Public Schools

Gamification - Let’s Play!

“My turn” “You go”

Videos for Targeting Vocabulary

1. Go Get It (Fish)! - “You go get it! Do you have it?”
2. Memory - “It is there. Up here. Down there.”
3. Bingo & Zingo - “It is here! Not here. You have it!”
4. 20 Questions - “You play it. You listen to it. You press on it. It is white and black.”
5. Jeopardy! - “It is red, round, and you eat it!”
6. Secret Square - “It is round. You play with it!”
7. Scavenger Hunt - “It is here! I found it! There it is!”
8. Guess Who! - “Is it he or is it she?”
http://bit.ly/characterguesswhocards
9. File Folder Games! - Make Your Own!

Use these videos and make
your own! Be inspired!

http://bit.ly/wingworksyt
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Predictive Chart Writing

Sabotage!

Examples of Sabotage!
Materials missing from an activity

Day 1 - Sentence completion on the chart.
Day 2 - Re-read & interact with the chart.
Day 3 - Cut up sentences - Cut up chart into individual words.

Planned disruptions to the
environment with the intent of
tempting language.

Blocking an entry or exit
Withholding an item
Hiding an item
Knocking something over /
Making a mess

Day 4 - Kinesthetically, be the sentence - Each student is a word and students
line up to make a sentence with appropriate word order.

Doing something unexpected

Day 5 - Make a book - One sentence per page to make a book.

Different classroom configurations

http://bit.ly/predictivechartwriting

http://bit.ly/predictivechartwritingpdf

Communication Temptations--Wetherby and Prizant

Playing dumb, acting confused

Novel is memorable and mentionable.
You don’t remember or talk about the mundane.

PDF - http://bit.ly/sabotagepdf

You remember and talk
about the…

Blog - http://bit.ly/sabotageblog
weird
Video - http://bit.ly/bbcomtempt

different
tragic
happy
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Give Them Something To Talk About!

MAKE IT FUN AND AWESOME!

What is your favorite implementation strategy we
haven’t discussed yet? What are other applications
for empowering language?
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What is your favorite implementation strategy we
haven’t discussed yet? What are other applications
for empowering language?

What is your favorite implementation strategy we
haven’t discussed yet? What are other applications
for empowering language?
●

Little feet meet - like special olympics - whole day
event
Outside, comment on what you find - Sometimes
looking for something specific - like a scavenger hunt
Making messy - Gak What it feels like, like vs don’t like
Cooking, making snacks,
Text feature of Talk Tablet app
My Play Home - $4.99 - Different rooms and outside a
home, pick apples, etc. diversity, trampoline, eat, more
Bubble machine
Music and books(Jeffers book, STUCK)
Stretchy tubes - long, short, used for commenting
Go Noodle - to practice core words

Toca Boca apps - Kitchen, chores, monsters,
cook the foods
5 ways in five minutes - whole phrase
sentence starter cards on the device
Avatar makers - like Hero Forge
If putting a voice on a device, use another
student to record
Family photos- comment on them
Free app - Verbally (text-based system with
word prediction
Virtual field trips - Go to Youtube and pull up
rollercoaster video of Disney rides
Video games!

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gingerbread man named Gingy who would
mess up things, or hid things etc and got
kids excited - like ‘elf on the shelf’
A book called Baa Baa Smart Sheep about
a sheep that tricks a everyone into eating…
YouTube can be used as a hook for getting
kids hooked on many things - toy reviews!
Take photos of kids doing all different things
and then add text.
Actions - touch your head, touch your… and take photos?
America’s Funniest Home videos
Take photos and then use for writing with
student in photo
Mini hockey sticks and foam balls and hit
balls around and talk about where they go prepositions

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

App - video of kids and then send home with kids free app called SeeSaw for uploading videos and
photos - sends instantly to parents
Commenting - book - Who’s Making that Smell - popup book and then kids commented on smells
Social Studies - kids made bags/suitcases and had
passports; teacher dressed up as PILOT - flight
attendant and played the role with kids
Minecraft - awesome for teaching vocabulary
Pokemon Go Using book Where’s Waldo to teach pretty much
anything…
Participating in option classes and modeling
language

Summary of Implementation
● Long term vision for language based on typical language development
● Goal driven lesson planning based on typical language development
● Meaningful repetition across multiple environments for generalization
● Successful modeling to establish motor plans through aided language

Creating & Adapting Materials

stimulation and wait time
● Work as a team including the family as integral members
Special thanks to Michele Boruta
for her input on this summary slide!
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Adapting Books w/ Icon Sequencing

Do With,
Not For

Repeated Lines in Books, Songs, Etc.

Research on Symbols
Use symbols to
support the
communication
partner but not
necessarily for
the students.

Research suggests
presenting text with
symbols makes it
even more difficult to
read symbolated
words rather than
words alone.

Article by Karen Ericksonhttp://bit.ly/symolizedreadingresearch
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Adapting Materials - Tarheelreader.org

PhotoAlbum Feature of PowerPoint

Find or create digital
books which can be
downloaded and adapted
to teach literacy - add
symbols to support
communication partners.

Free Picture Sources:
Http://Pixabay.com
Http://Photopin.com

The Bugaj Collection: http://bit.ly/tarheelbugaj
Video Tutorials: http://bit.ly/tarheelvideo
Diigo: http://bit.ly/lcpsdiigotarheel

• Implementation Ideas - http://bit.ly/attb102

Photo Slideshow Google Add-on

PASS
Software
Install for free and use it to
create instructional materials
to teach the icon sequences.

http://bit.ly/photoslideshowgoogleslides

How to:
http://bit.ly/instructionalmaterialsinpass

Download for free at
www.prentrom.com/downloads/pass
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Powerful Peers - Benefits Everyone
AssistiveWare Core Word Classroom
Invite peers to participate in activities. Coach them to use communication strategies. Let them make
the materials, too!

Printable core word

Who to invite?

displays
●

Students needing Service Learning hours (NHS).

●

Students who have behavior difficulties.

●

Project/Problem-Based Learning -

Planners for teaching
core words during
common activities

Entire classes solve authentic problems
“This student or student is having a
problem. As a class, let’s figure out a
way to address this problem.”

Core Word of the
Week planners and
displays
Resources and
references for AAC
implementation

The Language Lab
A paid subscription with premade lesson plans organized
by language level, themes
and aligned to the Common
Core State Standards

LESSON PLAN INTEGRATION ACTIVITY

www.aaclanguagelab.com
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Practical Application Design a lesson around a language unit or concept

Practical Example Target Core Concepts: Same, Not, Big, Little, Here, There,
Both, Have, Old, Young

Kindergarten Science Curriculum
Curriculum content descriptions - K.L. 1.1
Compare characteristics of animals that make them alike and different from other
animals and nonliving things.
Choose one of the following for your lesson ● Compare different types of the same animal (i.e.different types of dogs,
different types of cats, etc.) to determine individual differences within a
particular type of animal.

AAC
COACHING

KL1.1 - Students participate in a teacher ledlesson where they sort pictures of dogs by size,
color, and age using a VENN diagram.

Training Communication Partners
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Teaching Assistant in a High School Working with a
Not-Yet Verbal Student
Houston, we have a problem.
Should the focus of
intervention be on the user or
the communication partner?

Barriers (Binger and Kent-Walsh)
● Focusing on what is “wrong” with the partner instead of
improving client behaviors.
● Trying to change too many partner behaviors at once.
● Trying to change too many client behaviors at once.
● Trying to change client and/or partner behaviors in too
many settings or situations at once.
● Failing to link changes in partner behaviors with identifiable,
measureable changes in the client.

“Honestly, I don’t know
why she needs to use that
device. I know everything
she’s trying to say.”

Maximize the chances for success:
● Select one salient technique to
be implemented in one welldefined context.
● Practice the selected partner
technique with the client.
● Start small. After you achieve
initial success, expand.
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2005 - ImPAACT Program developed by Kent-Walsh
and McNaughton
Employs five main instructional techniques
●

video review (of others doing the technique)

●

modeling (live demonstration of technique)

●

role play (controlled practice with peers)

●

verbal rehearsal (naming the pneumonic)

●

coached practice (faded constructive
feedback)

Ensuing studies using some version of this program
seem to show favorable results (increase in turntaking and multi-symbol message rates).

Improving
Partner
Applications of
Augmentative
Communication
Techniques

The 8 Steps of the ImPAACT Program
1. Pretest and solicit the partner’s commitment to learning the targeted strategy.
2. Describe the strategy (ex. RAAP RAAP RAAP).
3. Demonstrate use of the strategy.
4. Provide verbal practice of the strategy steps.
5. Practice implementing the strategy in controlled contexts (ex. role playing)
6. Practice implementing the strategy in natural contexts (ex. reading book with the
children).
7. Complete posttest and solicit the partner’s commitment to long-term
implementation of the strategy.
8. Demonstrate generalized use of the strategy.

For example, if reading Goldilocks together, do the following:

RAAP RAAP RAAP!
1.

2. Wait 5 seconds.

2.

Wait 5 seconds for response by the student. If none is given then...

3.

Ask a question verbally and/or on device (“What was it?”) and provide model on

4.

Wait 5 seconds for response by the student. If none is given then...

5.

Answer the question verbally (“It is hot”) + provide model on device (“hot”, “too hot”

6.

Wait 5 seconds for response by the student. If none is given then...

device “hot”, “too hot” or “it is hot”).

Ask a question + provide aided AAC model.

4. Wait 5 seconds.
5.

Read text + provide model on device (i.e.,provide a spoken model & touch on the

Read text + provide multi-symbol aided AAC model (i.e.,provide a spoken model of
a multi-symbol message and also use symbols on the student’s SGD).

3.

1.

Answer the question + provide aided AAC model.

device (“hot”, “too hot” or “it is hot”).

or “it is hot”).
6. Wait 5 seconds.
7.

Provide a brief verbal prompt (e.g., “Your turn” or “Show me”).
When the student uses 2 or more symbols, respond using 2 or more symbols.

7.

Provide a brief verbal prompt (e.g., “Your turn” or “Show me”).
When the student uses 2 or more symbols, respond using 2 or more symbols.
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S’MORRES - Jill Senner & Matt Baud
Using the
ImPAACT
Program to teach
the RAAP RAAP
RAAP strategy is
a MUST DO.

http://bit.ly/paacsmorres

S - Slow Rate
Mo - Model
R - Respect & Reflect
R - Repeat
E - Expand

S - Stop (Provide Wait Time)

Motivational Interviewing
Asking positive questions and
supporting statements to drive intrinsic
motivation to make a change.

Show Success Stories

Sometimes people have trouble
visualizing what the end goal will
look like. Periodically, show end
user stories (especially videos) to
remind people where you are
headed and what is at stake.
Collection of Success Stories

www.motivationalinterviewing.org

http://bit.ly/minspeaksuccess
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ACTIVITY! Make a Plan for Coaching!

● List everyone who needs to be coached.
● List the skills you want them to have.
● Create a schedule of those sessions.

Cultivating a Culture of
Language Development

Chris’s Coaching Planning Document

http://bit.ly/aacmodulestemplate

The Good News
You can AVOID FAILURE by doing the following three things...

It’s on us.

1. Plan for transitions.
2. Change the school culture to get

All of us.

EVERYONE involved. Make
language part of everything for
every student!

What are we going
to do about it?

3. Get the family involved.
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BUILD A CULTURE

“Chris’s” Goal
By the end of the 2020-2021 school year, every student over
the age of 3 who is not yet using verbal speech as his or her
primary form of expression will have access to a
communication device with a language system which would
allow her or him to learn and someday use thousands of
words to say whatever, wherever, whenever.

What’s your goal?

Plan
1. Gather a cadre of stakeholders to outline
challenges and develop a plan.
2. Multi-modal training on language development
and presuming potential.
3. Look for alternative funding sources.
4. Develop ongoing training protocol/practices.

Adopt a district-wide “SLS-First” approach using Mass Feature Matching
-

SLS = Specific Language System, e.g. Minspeak, ChatPower, LAMP:WFL,
Proloquo2Go etc.

-

Most students have same system.

-

Easier for Aided Language Stimulation.

-

Turnover & transition concerns are minimized.

-

During interview ask about familiarity with the system

-

Training becomes easier & sharing materials becomes easier

-

Implement a Language - Based Curriculum

-

ALL students benefit (not just users of AAC) - Everyone becomes better readers

What is your next step? What are you
going to do with what you’ve learned?

What’s your plan?
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Time To Play!
1. Decide - What do you want to change?
- Set three SMART goals to complete in one year.
- Set one SMART goal to complete within three years.
2. Plan - What are your action items to achieve the goals?
What is on your To Do List and how do you organize it?
3. Share your ideas: http://bit.ly/languageactionplans

PLANNING
FOR
CHANGE

- Review results: http://bit.ly/languageactionplansresponses

Bonus Slides

Additional Resources &
How To Organize and Share Them
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It is not on the
institution to
educate the
professional.
We're educators! We're
lifelong learners!
The responsibility is on us!
How do we keep the learning
going?

The American Speech Language Hearing
Association
Resources http://bit.ly/ashaaackeyissues
Research http://bit.ly/ashaaacresearch

Quantity vs. Quality

The Rule of
22

PRAACTICALAAC.ORG

Subscribe to this
blog maintained by
Carole Zangari to
receive daily doses
of awesome about
the implementation
of AAC.
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The A.T.TIPSCAST Has Episodes on All of This!

Facebook Groups

● Core Vocabulary
● Teaching One or Two Language Units at a Time
● Motor Planning and Memory
● Aided Language Stimulation
And More!

https://attipscast.com/tag/aac

Discussion Groups
Establish communities using

http://bit.ly/aacfortheslp

Once a month for an hour, educators across the world working with students who
are learning language using an augmentative or alternative communication
device gather on Twitter to share insights, resources, strategies, and ideas using
the hashtag #USSAAChat. The United States Society for AAC hosts the chat and
sets the schedule.

familiar tools, like Outlook or
Google Groups.
Post regularly, like once a
week, to keep the discussion
and resources flowing.
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Language Steering Committee

Research, Article, or Journal Review Clubs

Get a group of stakeholders together to meet regularly to design an
implementation plan for your institution.
MISSION STATEMENT: It is the philosophy of <institution> that all students with
disabilities acquire the necessary communication skills to access and participate in all
environments. This is achieved by increasing the facilitation and modeling the use of
core language in the curriculum from preschool through graduation. In addition,
<institution> will use evidence based practices which include visual picture supports,
voice output devices, motor memory and least to most prompting (gestural and
physical) to insure that all students have a functional language system that fosters
spontaneous and novel communication.

Consume a research article,
blog post, podcast episode,
book, or other resource. Meet
to reflect on the content and
develop a plan of action for how
to incorporate that into practice.

Open Source
Strategy-A-Day Calendar

Power AAC
http://bit.ly/poweraacmodule
Pre-made Webinars/Online
Modules

Let's make a calendar together ---->
http://bit.ly/opensourcesadcal
●

Duplicate template slide.

●

Complete your slide with your resource or
strategy.

●

"Make a Copy" of the entire Calendar
(optional) to customize.

●

Print or share digitally!
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Too
Many Good
Resources!

App-alanche!

Create A Way
To Share Digital
Resources

Not just apps-articles, etc.

Diigo.com

Tagging

Search for TAGS
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Now you can have shared
resources.
Now you can share LISTS
(tags) of resources with the
community & educators.

Multiple Means of Measurement
● A collection of evidence:
○ Images
○ Videos
○ Audio
○ Checklists
● Where to put it?
○ Google Drive
○ One Note
○ Evernote

Got Data?

Making Sense of Language Data - Look Fors
● Number of words
● Number and types of prompts
● Number of different words
● Use of grammatical morphemes
● Mean Length of Utterance (MLU)
● Functions of language – Questions, Comments,
Commands, Requests, etc.
● Non-verbal communication, too
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Multiple Means of Measurement

Multiple Means of Measurement
Google Forms can populate aggregated data into a spreadsheet for easier analysis.

http://bit.ly/corewordgf

http://bit.ly/corestarterstopgoresponses

Google Forms (Responses)

Google Forms for Transition?
Could Google Forms be used to collect data about a student or with a teacher then
used for transitions (given to next teacher)?
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Creating Visualizations from Data
What if
educational
reports
looked more
like this?

● http://infogr.am
○ Ex - http://bit.ly/infogramsample

● https://venngage.com

Made using a template in
Easl.ly

● www.easel.ly

http://bit.ly/infogramgoalsample

Reflect!

http://bit.ly/reflectonaac2018
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